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ABSTRACT
Twodifferentsinusoidalwavelength‑scanning(SWS)interferometerswithaSWSlightsourceusinga
superluminescentlaserdiodeareproposedforstep‑profilemeasurementandreal‑timedistancemeasurement,
respectively.Anopticalpathdifference(OPD)longerthanawavelengthismeasuredfromdetectionofsinusoidal
phase‑modulationamplitudeZboftheinterferencesignalthatisproportionaltotheOPDandthescanningwidth2b.
Instep‑profilemeasurement,ifmeasurementerrorintheOPDobtainedfromZbissmallerthanahalfwavelength,
thismeasuredvalueoftheOPDiscombinedwithafractionalvalueoftheOPDobtainedfromtheconventional
phaseoftheinterferencesignal.ThiscombinationenablesustomeasuretheOPDlongerthanawavelengthwitha
highaccuracyofafewnm.Inreal‑timedistancemeasurement,theamplitudeZbiskeptataspecifiedconstantvalue
forchangesofOPDbycontrollingthescanningwidth2bofthewavelengthwithafeedbacksystem.Theamplitude
Zbisdetectedbyprocessingtheinterferencesignalwithelectriccircuitsinreal‑time.Thevalueofbiseasily
controlledintheSWSlightsource,andanOPDlongerthanawavelengthismeasuredfromthevalueofbwithan
accuracyofaboutawavelength.
1.INTRODUCTION
Interferometersusingasinglewavelengtharelimitedtomeasurementsofachangeoftheopticalpathdifference
(OPD)smallerthanawavelength.Ifanumberofwavelengthsareused,itispossibletomeasureanOPDlonger
thanawavelength.Twowavelengthshavebeenusedinaninterferometerasasimplemethod,butitisdifficultto
obtainmeasurementaccuracyashighasawavelength.Interferometersusingalargenumberofwavelengthsatthe
sametimearecalledwhite‑lightinterferometerorlow‑coherenceinterferometer.Intheseinterferometersareference
surfacemustbescannedmechanicallytofindpositionsofOPD=0.Interferometersusingalargenumberof
wavelengthsseparatelyarecalleddispersivewhite‑lightinterferometerslandwavelength‑scanning
interferometers‑n.Indispersivewhite‑lightinterferometersalargenumberofwavelengthsareseparatedinspace
..r.7‑11..........‑......
domainwithhelpofadi缶actiongrating.Inwavelength‑scanninginterferometerswavelengthofalightsourceis
scannedwithtime,andtheinterferencesignalcorrespondingtoeachwavelengthisdetectedwithtime.Measurement
accuracyintheseinterferometersisproportionaltothewidthoftheemployedwavelengths.External‑cavitytunable
laserdiodesaregenerallyusedforwavelength‑scanninginterferometers.
h血ispaperwavelengthofalightsourceisscmnedsinusoidallywithtime.Sinusoidalwavelength‑scanning
(SWS)lightsourceusingasuperl血nescentlaserdiode(SLD)isused.Alargescanningwidthofwavelengthis
easilyobtainedbyfilteringanopticalspectrumdistributionofaSLDbyasinusoidallymovingslit.InSWS
interferometersusingtheSWSlightsourceanOPDlongerthanawavelengthismeasuredfromdetectionof
sinusoidalphase‑modulationamplitudeZboftheinterferencesignalthatisproportionaltotheOPDandthescanning
width2b.TwodifferentSWSinterferometersforstep‑profilemeasurementandreal‑timedistancemeasurement,
respectively,areproposed.
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In step‑profile measurement, double sinusoidal phase‑modulating interferometry is employed to detect exactly
the amplitude Zb. Conventional phase α of the interference signal is also detected to obtain a fractional value of the
OPD longer than a wavelength with a high accuracy of a few nm. If the measurement error in OPD obtained from

Zb is smaller than a half wavelength, the two measured values of the OPD obtained from Zb and α can be combined.
This combination enables us to measure the OPD longer than a wavelength with a high accuracy of a few nm. The
interference signals are detected with a linear CCD image sensor and processed in a personal computer to obtam
step‑surface profiles.
In real‑time distance measurement, the amplitude Zb is kept at a specified constant value for changes of OPD by
controlling the scanning width 2b of the wavelength with a缶edback system. In order to detect the amplitude Zb by
processing the interference signal with electric circuits in real‑time, a triangular phase‑modulation is added to the

interference signal as a carrier signal for the sinusoidal phase‑modulation due to the SWS. The value of b is exactly
controlled in the SWS light source, and an OPD longer than a wavelength is measured from the value ofb with an
accuracy of about a waveleng也.
2. SWS LIGHT SOURCE
Figure 1 shows a SWS interferometer using a SLD for step‑profile measurement. Output beam from the SLD is
collimated with lens LI and incident on di缶action grating Gl. The first‑order reflection from the grating is Founer
transformed with lens L2 to perform a grating spectroscope. A continuous spectrum of the SLD shown in
Fig.2 appears on the focal plane of lens L2 and L3. A central wavelength of the spectrum is入O. Slit SL put on the
focal plane transmits a portion of the spectrum. The slit is connected with a magnetic coil of a speaker and vibrated

sやusoidally with an angular frequency of cot,. The central wavelength of the light passing through the slit is
sinusoidally scanned as shown in Fig.2, and it is expressed by

九(t) ‑ Ao + △九(t) ‑ >lo + b COS((Dbt).

(1)

The light coming out of the slit is Fourier transformed with lens L3 and incident on grating G2 so that the first order
reflection from the grating produces a collimated beam whose propagating direction is constant for all of

wavelengths contained in the spectrum of the SLD. The collimated beam becomes a SWS light source for an
interferometer.

X.(t) X.o

Fig.2

Continuous spectrum of a SLD
and its丘Itenng.
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3. SWS‑SLD INTERFROMETER FOR STEP‑PROFILE MEASUREMENT
3.1. PRINCIPLE
A SWS‑SLD interferometer for step‑profile measurement is shown in Fig. l. A collimated output beam from a SWS
light source is divided into two beams. One of them is reflected by an object. The other one is reflected by mirror M
which is sinusoidally vibrated by a peizoelectric transducer (PZT) with angular丘equency coc to adapt double
sinusoidal phase‑modulating interferometiy. Denoting an OPD by L, a phase of an interference signal is
approximated as

・(t) ‑ 2nL/X(t) ‑ ‑2n[AX(t)/U】L + (2鴫)L ,

(2)

in the condition of bォXo. Considering the sinusoidal phase modulation by mirror M, and intensity change ImO) of
the output beam from a SWS light source, an interference signal detected with a photo diode is given by
S(t) ‑ IM(t) 【 A+ B cos( Zcoscoct + ZbCoscobt + α)],

(3)

where A and B are constant values, Zc‑Jl7ra/Xo, and

Zb‑(27cb/V)L ,
αニー(2tt/*o)L.

By processing signal S(t) using Fourier‑transform as described in Ref. 12, we obtain

<}サ(t) ‑ ZbCOSGDbt + α

(6)

The earner signal of Zccosa)ct plays an important role in calculating an value of (j)(t) with a high accuracy. Fourier‑
transform of<}>(t) provides us values ofZb and α.

The value of proportional consatant 2冗b/Xo is determined by measuring Zb for different values of OPD. A鮎r

that, measurement ofZb provides a value ofOPD which is denoted by Lz. We also obtain a fractional value of OPD
from the value of比 which is denoted by La. Since a value of比 is expressed in the range from ‑n to 71, a value of La

is in the range from ‑Xq/2 to ¥qI2 and its measurement accuracy is a few nm. OPD L that represents the absolute
distance is given by

L‑mXo+La,

(7)

and integer m can be obtained by rounding off the following number to an integer if measurement error 61z in Lz is
smaller than Xq/2 :

mc‑ (㌔‑ La)Aォ.

(8)

This value ofslz is achieved for a large value ofb. When there are random errors in detection ofZb, averaging a lot
of measured values of me is effective for determination of m. In SWS interferometer the combination of two
measured values of LZ and La results in an exact OPD measurement over a few tens of microns with a high accuracy
ofafewnm.
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3. 2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A SWS‑SLD interferometer for step‑profile measurement shown in Fig. l was constructed. Central wavelength
Xo and spectral bandwidth of the SLD were 788.7 nm and 20 nm, respectively. An 1200‑line/mm holographic
grating was used for Gl and G2. The incident angle of the beam to gra山ig Gl was about 60 degrees. The focus
length of lens LI and L2 was 150 mm, md the width of the slit SL was about 1 ∬皿. The angular frequencies of
oJ2冗and cDe/2冗‑16(cob/2冗) were 70 Hz and 1 120 Hz, respectively. The interference signals were detected with a

linear CCD image sensor in the same way as described in Ref. 13. Lens 4 made an皿age of the object surface on the
CCD image sensor, and each cell of the photodiodes of the CCD formed the measuring interval of 0. 14 mm on the
object surface. The interference signal for one cell or one measuring point was sampled with a frequency of 8× 1 120

Hz, and the number of measuring points was 16. The sampled interference signals were processed in a personal
computer.

A mirror fixed on a stage was used as an object surface. We gave a displacement to the object by means of a
micrometer to change the OPD by 1.0 jim. Figure 3 shows values ofZb measured for different values of change AL
in OPD. From these results we obtain a relationship between Zb and L, which is Zb‑(l/D)L‑(1/14.8)L(ト皿). It was
made clear by repeating the measurement of D that the measurement error eD in D was about 0. 1. The proportional
constant D of 14.8 leads to width 2b of the wavelength‑scanning of 13.4 nm. Figure 4 shows variation ofZb with
time in which the measurement ofZb was repeated five times at intervals of 1 minute. The horizontal axis is the cell
number of the CCD which represents the measuring points at intervals of 0.14 mm on the object surface. It is
concluded丘om these results that OPD can be measured丘om Zb with an error eL of 0.104 ￨im. Since this error is
smaller than ha旺ofwavelength Xq, the combination of Lz and La is possible.

Fig.3 Values ofZb measured for different values

Fig.4

Variation ofZb with time.

ofcha喝e AL in OPD.

Table 1 Measured Values.
Cell no. Zb(rad) Lz(um) α(rad)し(Mm) mc L(/im)

11

13

15

0.584

8.632

‑0.26

‑0.033

10.9

0.578

8.555

‑0.52

‑0.065

10.9

8.643
8.610

0.666

9.857

‑0.51

‑0.064

12.6

10.189

0.725

10.717

‑1.70

‑0.213

13.9

10.828

1 1

0.743

10.993

‑2.19

‑0.275

14.2

10.767

13

0.713

10.552

‑2.59

‑0.325

13.8

10.717

Cell number

Fig.5 Measured result of step‑surface profile.
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We measured a step profile which was made by sticking two gauge blocks of different thickness together. The
difference between the two heights of the gauge blocks was l fim. The measured step‑profiler is shown in Fig.5, and
Table 1 shows the measured values for some cells. Exact measured values cannot be obtained at cell 7, 8, and 9

around the boundary of the two gauge blocks, because light is strongly di缶acted on the boundary. At the other
cells differences between the value of叫and an integer of its round number are within 0.2. An exact OPD can be
obtained with the measurement error in Laof about 2 nm. The measured height of the step between cell 6 and 10
was 1.113 ￨jjn.

4. SWS‑SLD INTERFROMETER FOR REAL‑TIME DISTANCE MEASUREMENT
4.1. PRINCIPLE
A SWS‑SLD interferometer for real‑time distance measurement is shown Fig.6. A collimated output beam from a
SWS light source is divided into two beams by beam splitter 1 (BSl). One of them is reflected by mirror 1 (Ml) as
an object. The other one is reflected by mirror 2 (M2) which is vibrated by a peizoelectric transducer (PZT) with a
triangular waveform a(t). In the same manner as Eq.(3) an interference signal detected with photodiode 1 (PDl) is
given by
SD(t) ‑ IM(t) 【 A+ B cos(Zt>coscobt + †(t) + α)】,

(9)

where †(t) =(4弧o)a(t). Intensity chan買e IM(t) of the output beam of the SWS light source is detected with
photodiode 2 (PD2). The interference signal is processed in a feedback signal generator (FSG) sho、和in Fig.7.
Signal S(t) is written as

Fig.6 Configuration of SWS‑SLD interferometer
for real‑time distance measurement.
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S(t)‑ SD(t)/ IM(t)

‑ A + BcosO(I)【Jo(Zb)‑2J2(Zb)cos2(obt+‑】
‑BsinO(t)【2J i (Zb)COSG)bt十2J3(Zb)cos3G)bt+‑ 】

( 1 0)

where O(t)㌻(t)+α. Amplitude and frequency of the triangular waveform a(t) are adjusted so that the following
conditions are satisfied:

3{cosO(t)}‑0, 3{sincD(t)}‑0

￨<D￨xDb/2.

(ll)

where 3 means Fourier transformation between t and co variables. Frequency components in the range of O<ゥ<gv2
are extracted from signals S(t)×coscobt and S(t)Xcos2cobt with low‑pass filter 1 (LFl) of cutoff frequency

fc,‑村1 0‑(ゥb/27c)/1 0 to produce the following signals, respectively:

Si(t)‑gJl(Zb)sin°(t), S2(t)‑gJ2(Zb)cosO(t).

(12)

where g is a constant determined the electric circuits. Signals sin°(t) and cosO(t) contain sinusoidal waves of
frequency

fサcaused

by

vibration

a(t)

of

mirror

M2.

By

feeding

signals

Si

CO

and

S2

(t)

to

low‑pass

filter

2

(LF2)

of

cutoff frequencyも〒fa/1 0, we obtain signals Ai(t)‑g Ji (Zb) and A2(t)‑g J2 (Zb), respectively. Finally we make the
following feedback signal with a subtracter (SB):

As(t)=gWi(Z>)} ‑{h(Zb)}2].

(13)

When As ‑ 0, that is, at Zb‑2.63, from Eq.(4) we have the relation

L‑2.63V伽b‑K/b.

(14)

We detect signal As for a given value of L, and change the value ofb with a feedback control so that As becomes
zero. The value ofL is obtained from the value ofb at As‑0 using Eq.(14).
4.2. EXPERIMENTS
We constructed an interferometer shown in Fig.6. The frequency fb was 400 Hz, and the frequency fa of 14 Hz was
generated from vibration a(t) of 4 Hz. Feedback controller (FC) performed proportional and integral control. A
signal applied to the speaker was Vbcoscobt, and the amplitude Vb was a sum of the output of FC and a dc voltage.
Figure 8 shows waveforms of Si(t) and S2(t) obtained from the interference signal in the circuits of FSG. The length
of a continuous part of the sinusoidal waves in the signals was two periods. Figure 9 shows a waveform of Si (t)
and the output Al(t) of LF2 where there is a little fluctuation in amplitude with the period of 250 msec. This
fluctuation was caused by the discontinuous movement of vibration a(t). Figure 10 shows signal Vb(t) obtamed
when the feedback control worked to keep As at zero. A measured value ofVb was obtained by averaging Vb(t) over
time.

To determine the value of OPD it is required that the measured value of Vb is converted into the value ofb. We
血ed to obtain a relationship between Vb and b from experiments. We detected an interference signal
S(t)‑A+Bcos [ZbCosゥbt+α】

( 1 5 )

by not giving the vibration to mirror M2, and processed the signal in a personal computer to obtain the value of Zb
with the method of sinusoidal phase‑modulating interferometry described in Ref. 13. For a fixed value of Vb, we
measured values of2* for different values of change of AL in OPD. The measured result at Vb ‑ 4.0 V is shown in
Fig.1 1. The measurement was repeated five times at a value of AL intervals of a few tens of seconds. From Fig. l l a
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Fig.8 Waveforms ofS,(t) and S2(t).

Fig.9 Waveforms ofS, (t) andA,(t).
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Relationship between Vb and b.
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Fig. 13. Change AL ofOPD versus Vb.

Fig. 14. Measured vales of OPD for AL

linear relationship between Zb and L was obtained and the value of b was determined. This determination was
repeated different values of Vb, as shown in Fig. 1 2・ In the region ofVb<4.5V, a linear relation

b‑1.58Vb‑1.01

(16)

was obtained.

We tried to measure changes of OPD due to displacements of mirror Ml. At the first position of AL‑0, Vb was
about 4.15 V when signal As was kept at zero by the feedback control. We increased OPD intervals of 2岬land
measured values of Vb. The result is shown in Fig.13 where five measured values are plotted for a value of AL.
Values of L were obtained from the values of Vb shown in Fig.13 according to Eqs.(16) and (14), as shown in
Fig.14. Deviations of the measured values of L from the linear line leads to measurement error of about 0.5岬m
except at AL‑ 10ト皿. Measurement range is about ±4ト皿from L‑ 49 Pm.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The SWS light source using a SLD was simple for getting a large scanning width and exact for changing the
scanning width. In the step‑profile measurements the measurement error in Lz obtained丘om the sinusoidal phase‑
modulation amplitude Zb was 104 nm at the scanning width 2b of 13 nm. The fractional value La of the OPD was
also obtained from the conventional phase α of the interference signal. The combination of the two measured values

of Lz and La enabled us to measure the OPD longer than a wavelength with a high accuracy of 2 nm. Step‑profiles
with a step height of a few nm were measured exactly. In the real‑time distance measurements, the electric circuits
extracted the amplitude Zb from the interference signal to which the triangular phase‑modulation was added. The
amplitude Zb was kept at 2.63 for changes of OPD by controlling the scanning width 2b with the feedback system.
An OPD longer than a wavelength was measured from the value ofb with an accuracy of about 0.5ドm in the region
from 45ト皿to 54 ￨im. The value ofb changed from 4nm to 6 nm in the range ofOPD.
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